
Provides AML services and 
intelligence to enhance security 
for digital assets

Prevent Illegal money laundering 
and detect suspicious transac-
tions Before remittance with 
Eyez

Malicious users performing 
money laundering activities on 
the platform

Cryptocurrency, which allows money transactions without disclosure of personal information, is 
increasingly being abused as a method of illegal money laundering. The client, a cryptocurrency 
exchange service provider, was damaged by users who abused its exchange for illegal money 
acquisition.

The client wanted to prevent these illegal transactions on its platform and have a security system 
that meets the conditions of virtual asset regulations.

S2W implemented Eyez, a SaaS and a AaaS based AML solution, on its customer platform to 
enforce security standards. The solution is equipped with risk scoring to monitor and detect 
transactions with suspicious users and to respond appropriately by risk type. This enables the 
client to monitor and response illegal money transactions by malicious users on its platform.

In addition, the solution incorporated a database of analyzed cryptocurrency addresses to 
enable the search of suspected cryptocurrency addresses and provided regular AML 
confirmation reports for continuous updates on trends related to cryptocurrency threats.

Through Eyez, the client can check whether there are any abnormal transactions before 
cryptocurrency remittance on the exchange. This makes it possible to detect and prevent illegal 
money laundering attempts. The client also able to put in place appropriate response protocols in 
case of multiple platform exploits.

By implementing a secure transaction security system, the client also have a level of safety that 
meets virtual asset security and AML regulatory requirements. This led to the effect of improving 
stability and reliability as a virtual asset exchange and helped form a positive brand image.
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Case of providing AML service to one of the Korea’s largest cryptocurrency exchange provider

Anti Money Laundering Service for 
Cryptocurrency Exchange Service Provider



Through Eyez, tracked the traces 
of virtual asset transactions left 
by the criminal

Successfully tracked block-
chain-based transactions and 
contributed to arrest of the 
criminal

Investigation agency was 
struggling with tracking 
criminal’s black money flow

Due to the nature of blockchain-based virtual asset transactions that can be traded 
without personal information, it is not easy to track the trading parties.

In this case, the client, who was an investigative agency, was having difficulty 
identifying criminal due to lack of visibility and personal information on blockchain 
transactions. It was not easy to capture evidence as the suspect continuously eluded 
the dragnets by abusing the characteristics of virtual asset transactions. The client 
needed to find certain traces of the criminal to proceed with the investigation.

S2W built customized service to a Virtual Asset Intelligence solution Eyez for the client. 
Eyez is a VI solution for data analysis related to blockchain-based cybercrimes. With 
Eyez, we started to secure clues to track down criminals by analyzing the correlation 
between the criminal and virtual asset transactions.

Eyez was able to specify valid traces of criminal’s suspicious financial transactions and 
collect evidences through in-depth analysis of blockchain transactions and on-chain 
money flow tracking technology. In addiction, S2W’s VI analysist could derive 
significant VI through collecting information, refining, and cross analyzing the traces left 
by the criminal on the dark web. As such, we could capture the visible evidence of 
criminal’s money laundry attempt which was acquired through illegal channels.

With the help of Eyez, the client managed to grasp the criminal’s black money glow on 
the blockchain exchanger. Visible information of the criminal and the crime act served 
as decisive evidence in identifying and tracking the criminal. As a result, the client could 
acquire valid evidences and successfully arrest the criminal.
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Money Flow Tracking Service For 
Criminal Investigations

Case of providing VI service for criminal investigation in collaboration 
with an investigation agency


